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EEPROM
The F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle is the first
thrust-vectoring testbed aircraft used _to study the
aerodynamics and maneuvering available in the post-
stall flight regime and to provide the data for validat-
ing ground prediction techniques. The aircraft includes
a flexible research flight control system and full re-
search instrumentation. The capability to control the
vehicle at angles of attack up to 70.0 is also included.
This aircraft was modified by adding a pitch and yaw
thrust-vectoring system. No significant problems oc-
curred during the envelope expansion phase of the pro-
gram. This aircraft has demonstrated excellent control
in the wing rock region and increased rolling perfor-
mance at high angles of attack. Initial pilot reports
indicate that the increased capability is desirable al-
though some difficulty in judging the size and timing
of control inputs was observed. This paper describes
the aircraft, preflight ground testing, and envelope ex-
pansion flight tests_
Abbreviations
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afterburner
analog to digital
computational fluid dynamics
digital to analog
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GE
HARV
HATP
HUD
INS
LEX
MIL-STD
OBE8
RFCS
TVCS
UART
UVPROM
Symbols
g
P
T
electrically erasable programmable read-
only memory
flight control system
fuselage station
General Electric, Lynn, Massachusetts
High Alpha Research Vehicle
High Alpha Technology Program
head-up display
inertial navigation system
leading-edge extension
military standard
on-board excitation system
research flight control system
thrust-vectoring control system
universal asynchronous receiver-
transmitter
ultraviolet programmable read-only
memory
force caused by gravity
yaw rate, deg/sec
roll rate, deg/sec
angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
pitch rate, deg
Introduction
Recently, aircraft designers and research organiza-
tions have focused attention on extreme maneuver-
and Astronautics, Inc. No copyright is asserted in the United ability to enable fighter aircraft to obtain a tacti-
States under Title 17, U.S. Code. The U.S. Government has ca] advantage. On the other hand, lack of validated
a royalty-free license to exercise all rights under the copy-
right claimed herein for Governmental purposes. All other design criteria for establishing maneuverability require-
rights are reserved by the copyright owner, merits has limited the exploitation of this technology.
High-angle-of-attackflight researchasnot received
thesamein-depthattentionasprestalltacticalflight
regimesfortheflghter-aircraftmission.Untilrecently,
lackofsuitablegroundandflighttestfacilitieshasalso
inhibitedprogressin thisarea.In addition,thehighly
nonlinearnatureof fighterdynamicsin thepost-stall
flightregimeshascomplicatedtheoreticalanalyses.
The NASA High Alpha TechnologyProgram
(HATP)wascreatedto acceleratematurationof such
developingtechnologiesas aerodynamics,computa-
tionalfluiddynamics(CFD),controls,andpropulsion
in this regime. The HATPmergesthesetechnolo-
giesintocredibledesigntools. TheF-18HighAlpha
ResearchVehicle(HARV)wascreatedto providethe
HATPwitha versatiletestaircraftcapableof provid-
inghighqualitydatawithoutthe limitationsof scale,
rate,andReynoldsnumberfoundin thewindtunnel.1
Thisaircrafthasproventobetheresearchcatalysthat
wasenvisionedbyprovidinganexcitingopportunityfor
concurrentflightandgroundresearchactivities.
Theinitial phaseof the programconcentratedon
thevorticalflowaerodynamicsof theHARVat angles
of attackup to 50°. Thisresearchprimarilyconcen-
tratedonflowvisualization,surfacepressuresmeasured
on the forebodyand leading-edgeextension(LEX),
andairdata.2-16 Thrust-vectoringturningvaneswere
addedto theHARVto provideincreasedhigh-angle-of-
attackmaneuverability.Theaircraftisnowcapableof
trimmingat anangleof attackof 70°. Rollingratesat
highanglesof attackhavebeensignificantlyincreased.
A flexibleflight controlsystemandexpandedinstru-
mentationwereaddedto providea flexibleplatform
forhigh-angle-of-attackresearch.Thispaperdescribes
theHARVwithits extensiveinstrumentationandcon-
trol capabilities,presentsasampleof resultsto date,
discusseslessonslearneduringdevelopment,andfore-
castsfutureresearchactivities.
Vehicle Description
Thissectiondescribestheaircraftconfiguration,con-
trolsystems,andinstrumentation.
Configuration
Figure 1 shows the F-18 HARV. This vehicle is a
modified full-scale developmental, twin-engine, single-
place, F-18 fighter-attack aircraft. Built by the Mc-
Donnell Douglas (St. Louis, Missouri) and Northrop
(Newbury Park, California) Corporations for the U.S.
Navy, this aircraft is powered by two modified F404-
GE-400 afterburning turbofan engines (General Elec-
tric, Lynn, Massachusetts) rated at approximately
16,000 lb static thrust at sea level. This aircraft was
modified by putting thrust-vectoring vanes in the en-
gine exhaust to provide additional pitching and yawing
moments. The divergent flap portion of the nozzle was
removed from the engine to accommodate the thrust-
vectoring vane installation. Controlled movement of
three externally mounted vanes on each engine pro-
vides thrust-vectoring capability. These vanes deflect
the engine exhaust plume.
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Fig. 1 The F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle.
The HARV features a midwing configuration with a
wing root LEX that extends from the forward portion
of the fuselage and blends into the wing. The HARV
carries no external stores and is highly instrumented for
research purposes. Wingtip launching rails and missiles
were replaced with specially designed camera pods and
airdata sensors. A pilot-actuated spin chute has been
provided should an unrecoverable spin occur. The in-
flight-refueling capability and the tail-arresting hook
were retained.
Aerodynamic Control Surfaces
The five pairs of aerodynamic control surfaces in-
clude stabilators, rudders, ailerons, leading-edge flaps,
and trailing-edge flaps. Twin vertical stabilizers with
trailing-edge rudders are canted outboard at approxi-
mately 20 ° from vertical. The all-movable horizontal
stabilators operate collectively, and symmetric leading-
and trailing-edge flaps provide pitch control. Roll
control can use differential stabilator, ailerons, and
asymmetric leading- and trailing-edge flaps. Symmet-
ric rudder deflection provides directional control. In
the power-approach configuration, symmetric aileron
droop and rudder toe-in are employed. A speed brake
is located on the upper aft fuselage between the verti-
cal stabilizers. Table 1 presents the maximum surface
position and rate limits.
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Table 1. F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle
aerodynamic and rate limits for a Single surface.
Position limit, Rate limit,
Surface deg deg/sec
Stabilator trailing
edge:
Up 24 40
Down 10.5
Aileron trailing
edge:
Up 25 100
Down 45
Rudder trailing
edge:
Left 30 82
Right 3O
Trailing-edge flap:
Up 8 18
Down 45
Table 1. Concluded.
Position limit, Rate limit,
Surface deg deg/sec
Leading-edge flap:
Up 3 15
Down 33
Speed brake,
trailing edge up 60 20 to 30
Emergency Spin, Departure, or Both Recovery
Systems
The emergency spin, departure, or both recovery sys-
tems consist of the battery-powered electrical and hy-
draulic systems and a spin-recovery chute system. Fig-
ure 2 shows the location of the spin-recovery chute on
the aft fuselage. These systems provide hydraulic and
electrical power for flight control systems, emergency
fuel boost, and essential avionics and instrumentation
Fig. 2 Thrust-vectoring vanes, spin chute, and modified stabilator.
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for the dual-engine-out condition. The spin-recovery
chute operates independently of the emergency power
functions.
Thrust-Vectoring Vane System
In general, the thrust-vectoring vane system was
positioned to avoid interference with the aerody-
namic control surfaces; however, the inside trailing
edges of the stabilators were notched slightly to pro-
vide lower outboard vane-actuator-housing clearance
(Fig. 2). Each stabilator was reduced by 0.89 ft 2, leav-
ing an area of 43.24 ft 2. This modification has not
significantly reduced stabilator effectiveness. Figures 2
and 3 show that the thrust-vectoring vanes are posi-
tioned about the periphery of the engine and behind
the nozzle exits. The dashed lines in Fig. 3 show the
nozzle area for the military and maximum afterburner
(AB) power settings.
Vane deflection
Outboard, Inboard vanes
Width: 15 in.
Length: 20 In. 2
.. Area: 263.64 in
..... ..............
Large upper vane _ / o
Width: 20in. _ /25
Length: 20 in. _ /
Area: 358.76 In2
Nozzle geometry
5: - Upper vane
Maximum AB ..._ .._ -'t fMil
(453 In 2) _ ,-t_-__;,; _'. power
\, i, (22o,n )
118" 1385"
Outboard __;_'-_"
vane _ " ..'_ .... _.. "
103.5"- - "_-Inboard vane
92O568
Fig. 3 The F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle thrust-
vectoring system.
Table 2 lists the specifications for the thrust-
vectoring vanes. The corners of each vane were clipped
to avoid interference with adjacent vanes at full deflec-
tion. Modified aileron electrohydraulic actuators pro-
vide vane actuation. Each vane was machined from a
single billet of Inconel 625.* This thrust-vectoring
vane installation weighs approximately 2200 lb, in-
cluding 700 lb of ballast to maintain the nominal
F-18 center-of-gravity position. Installation of the spin
chute, emergency systems, and associated ballast also
added 1500 lb. The weight increase because of the
thrust-vectoring control and emergency systems to-
taled approximately 3700 lb. Table 3 lists the physical
Characteristics of the HARV.
Table 2. Thrust-vectoring vane system specifications.
Parameter Value
Vane:
Size, in.:
Upper 20 × 20
Lower 20 × 15
Area, in2:
Upper 358.76
Lower 263.64
Position limit, deg -10 to 25
Rate limit, deg/sec 80
TVCS, lb 2200
Load factor limit, g:
Symmetric 5.4
Asymmetric 4.3
The engines were modified to accommodate the
thrust-vectoring vane installation by removing the di-
vergent flap portion of the nozzle. The remaining
convergent nozzle hardware was modified to maintain
structural integrity. In addition, the engine control
unit was modified to provide the pilot with a selectable
turbine-discharge temperature bias control to increase
the engine-stall margin, if required. An increase in
engine-stall margin of 3.5 and 7 percent is selectable
with a cockpit-mounted switch. This modification re-
sulted in a thrust reduction at maximum AB of ap-
proximately 4 and 9 percent.
Electrical and hydraulic modifications to accommo-
date the TVCS were minimal. Hydraulic power for the
vane actuators was supplied by T-connections to the
existing right- and left-side hydraulic systems of the
aircraft upstream of the switching valves to the rud-
der and stabilator. Sufficient hydraulic capacity was
available without modification. Electrical wire bundles
from the vane system were routed through the upper
*Inconel 625 is a registered trademark of the Hunting-
ton Alloy Products Division, International Nickel Company,
Huntington, West Virginia.
fuselage to interface with the computer and cockpit
controls.
Table 3. Physical characteristics of the F-18 High
Alpha Research Vehicle with thrust-vectoring control
system and spin chute.*
Parameter Value
Length, ft 56
Weight, lb 36,099
Reference:
Mean aerodynamic
chord, ft 11.52
Span, ft 37.4
Wing:
Area, ft _ 400
Aspect ratio 3.5
Center of gravity:
Mean aerodynamic
chord, % 23.8
Fuselage reference, ft 456.88
Water line, ft 105.35
Inertias, slug-ft2:
Roll 22,789
Pitch 176,809
Yaw 191,744
Product -2,305
Stabilator:
Span, ft 21,6
Area, ft 2 86.48
*The fuel weighs 6480 lb, which represents an approx-
imately 60 percent fuel condition. These data are for
the gear-up and clean configuration with pilot and sup-
port equipment.
Flight Control System and Avionics
The quad-redundant CE 701E computers of the ba-
sic F-18 flight control system were modified for HARV.
Two new elements, an analog interface to the thrust-
vectoring vane actuators and a research flight control
system (RFCS), were added. An analog interface card
and the RFCS were installed in spare card slots in the
basic flight control computer chassis. The basic flight
control computer maintains control of the aircraft and
all input, output, or both processing functions. The
RFCS communicates with the CIE 701E computer us-
ing the"dual-port random-access memory (DPRAM)
and has no direct communication to the aircraft.
Figure 4 shows the conceptual diagram for the flight
control computer architecture. This architecture al-
lows RFCS software to be classified as non-safety-of-
flight; therefore, less intensive qualification tests are
required. The research flight control computer uses
a Pace 1750A processor (Performance Semiconductor
Corporation, Sunnyvale, California). Programmed in
Ada, this processor is slaved to the GE 701E com-
puter. The basic flight control system communicates
outer loop contrOl and display information to the F-18
mission computer through a military standard (MIL-
STD)1553 bus. The Pace 1750A and CE 701E comput-
ers calculate the control law functions at 80 Hz. Pro-
grammed in assembly language, the basic flight control
computer software was extensively modified by GE to
allow communication with the RFCS. The basic con-
trol laws remain functionally identical to the standard
production system. Other researchers have described
these flight control and avionics systems and their test-
ing in great detailJ 7
Two features included in the RFCS development pro-
vide a flexible system that can expedite flight research:
the capabilities to monitor internal control system pa-
rameters and to change the software easily. The RFCS
stores internal information on two messages that are
transmitted to the CE 701E at 80 Hz. These mes-
sages are then passed by the MIL-STD-1553 bus to the
instrumentation system for monitoring. Use of Ada al-
lows quick modifications to the RFCS code. Required
testing of non-flight-critical software is not extensive.
Constants can be changed within 1 day.
The mission computer provides the interface between
the flight control computers, sensors, and cockpit dig-
ital display indicators. These indicators show the pi-
lot primary flight information and systems status and
announce cautions, failures, or both. To accomplish
this task, the mission computer controls the MIL-STD-
1553 multiplex bus. This multiplex data bus provides
an integrated communications system and a standard
interface for all equipment connected to the bus. Fur-
thermore, this bus provides a point at which bus traffic
is available for access by monitoring instrumentation or
recording systems.
Modifications to the mission computer software were
required to support the expanded capabilities of the
RFCS. Algorithms were implemented in the mission
computer to calculate control system parameters not
previously available. The production angle-of-attack
probes are physically limited at the sensors to 34 ° . To
provide a signal above 34 °, the angle of attack is calcu-
lated in the mission computer from the inertial naviga-
tion system (INS) data. Angle-of-sideslip f_ rate is also
a primary feedback signal in the RFCS and is, likewise,
computed from INS inputs. In addition, impact and
static pressure calculated from alrdata and INS inputs
are provided. Engine data used in the RFCS thrust es-
timator to modify thrust-vane commands are provided
through the mission computer. Angle-of-sideslip and
-attack rate data are also calculated from INS data for
possible future use. These parameters are sent from
the mission computer through the MIL-STD-1553 bus
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to the basic flight control computer. Then, the param-
eters are sent to the RFCS.
The angle-of-attack and -sideslip rates are checked
to determine if the values calculated by the mission
computer and sent to the RFCS are reasonable. The
Figure 5 shows these gauges mounted on either side
of the head-up display (HUD) to show angles-of-attack
and -sideslip, normal acceleration, and yaw rates. The
RFCS- and OBES-engaged indications were added to
the HUD. In addition, the HUD includes vertical and
horizontal needles driven by an uplink system to assist
mission computer sends bus data to two flight control
the pilot in maintaining flight conditions} 9
computers. These data are data-linked between the
basic flight control computers and sent to DPRAM.
The RFCS compares the two sets of data to ensure
that_all systems use the same data.
Control laws for the RFCS were designed to pro-
vide steady-state angle-of-attack control and large
amplitude-maneuvering capability at high angles of
attack} s The steady-state capability was given higher
priority than large amplitude control in the design pro-
cess. The longitudinal axis is an angle-of-attack com-
mand system that feeds back angle-of-attack and pitch
rate. The product of angular velocities is used to re-
duce inertial coupling. The control stick is geared to
provide an angle of attack of 70 ° at 5 in. of aft deflec-
tion. This control system selects the measured angle
of attack if it is less than 25 ° . The calculated angle is
selected if the aircraft angle of attack is greater than
30 ° . The control system fades between the two angles
from 25 ° to 30 ° .
An inertial decoupling feedback is used to alleviate
the inertial coupling in pitching moment generated by
high roll rates. This feedback uses the product of roll
and yaw angular rate through a gain scheduled with
The HARV retains the basic F-18 cockpit controls;
however, additional switches were added to arm the
RFCS, control the variable-engine-stall-margin bias,
and activate the emergency systems. Switches on the
stick grip command pitch and roll trim. A multifunc-
tion paddle switch, located just below the grip, is used
to command RFCS disengage. This switch also disen-
gages the autopilot when in GE 701E modes and the
nose wheel steering when on the ground. Table 4 lists
the pilot's stick and rudder pedal position limits, force
gradients, and break-out forces. Feel springs provide
stick- and rudder-force gradients.
Table 4. F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle pilot's
cockpit control characteristics.
Position Force gradient Break-out
Control limit, in.* lb/in, force, lb
Stick pitch:
Aft 5.00 8.0 3
Forward 2.50 8.6 3
Lateral:
Left and
airdata parameters.
designed using an eigenstructure assignment approach
and provides a feet-on-the-floor stability axis roll rate
command capability. This system uses roll, sideslip,
and yaw rates; lateral acceleration; and inertial cou-
pling as feedback signals.
An on-board excitation system (OBES) was incorpo-
rated in the RFCS to excite structural modes through
surface deflection and allow single aerodynamic sur-
face and thrust-vectoring vane movement for parame-
ter identification. The OBES can command 31 com-
binations of surface-motion options. The driving func-
tions can be changed by modifying the Ada code.
Control laws generate a thrust-vectoring angle com-
mand which a mixer in the RFCS converts into individ-
ual vane commands. This mixer uses estimated thrust,
nozzle area and pressure ratio, and other vane positions
to calculate vane commands. The thrust estimator uses
nozzle area and pressure ratio, power level angle, and
ambient pressure to calculate gross thrust.
Cockpit and Pilot Controls
The HARV cockpit displays include minor modifica-
tions to those of a standard F-18 aircraft. The most
visible change involves addition of four analog gauges.
The lateral-directional axis was right 3.0 4.3 2
Rudder pedal:
Left and
right 1.0 100 7
*Stick positions are measured at the grip neutral point
on an 18.50 in. radius from the pivot point.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation on the HARV includes pa-
rameters from the production F-18 MIL-STD-1553
data bus and specialized instrumentation installed for
flight research. This specialized instrumentation in-
cludes 75 thermocouples and 14 strain gauges on the
thrust-vectoring system for monitoring temperatures
and loads. Figure 6 shows the 383 static pressure ori-
fices located on the forebody and LEX for pressure dis-
tribution measurements. Off-surface flow visualization
of the forebody and LEX vortical flow are obtained
using a smoke generation system that emits particles
at the nose tip and the LEX apex. _° Four video cam-
eras and one still camera are used to photograph the
flow. Surface flow visualization is obtained using an
emitted fluid technique. _1 Flow visualization and pres-
sure data are used to correlate and validate CFD and
wind-tunnel results.
7
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Fig. 5 The F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle cockpit modifications.
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pressure rings
;sure
orifices
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Fig. 6 Airdata and pressure measurement systems.
Both engines have basic instrumentation for moni-
toring engine operation and are equipped with a real-
time thrust measurement system. The right engine
has additional instrumentation for engine and inlet
diagnostics with 63 pressure measurements. An inlet
rake with 40 high-response pressure sensors to be in-
stalled at the right engine face is currently in devel-
opment and will allow measurement of inlet distortion
at high angles of attack. The data from the inlet rake
along with sensors installed in the inlet will be used to
spot-check CFD predictions.
Aircraft-response instrumentation includes acceler-
ometers, rate gyros, surface-position measurements,
and airdata. Data monitored from the MIL-STD-1553
bus include 226 flight control system, 21 airdata com-
puter, 37 engine and aircraft diagnostic, and 32 INS pa-
rameters. Two high-angle-of-attack flight research air-
data systems were developed. Swiveling pitot probes
with conventional angle-of-attack and -sideslip vanes
are mounted on both wingtips and are used for cockpit
ORTGINAL PAGE
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display. 13 A flush airdata system is used for postflight
data. 1_
Results and Discussion
Ground and flight tests are described next. In addi-
tion, the results of selected tests are given.
Ground Test
Thorough preflight ground testing of the HARV sys-
tems was completed to minimize discovery of poten-
tial anomalies during flight. Ground testing included
individual and combined systems tests. A ground vi-
bration test was completed to define the changes in
the aircraft structural modes. Structural modifications
were tested on the aircraft through proof and hot loads
tests. The proof load tests were used to calibrate the
strain gauges on the vane assemblage and to deter-
mine the load levels acceptable for flight. During hot
loads testing, the engine exhaust was used to generate
vane loads at nearly flight temperatures. Data were
collected from the calibrated strain gauges along with
the temperatures on the vane and spin chute assem-
blage to predict flight conditions. Infrared photogra-
phy was used to measure vectoring angles. Figure 7
shows the engine exhaust vectored up during the hot
loads test. Axial thrust loss caused by thrust vectoring
was measured and compared with ground test results. T
The flight control systems and mission computer
were qualified in the simulation facility. This facility
consists of three real-time simulations: an all-software,
an electronic hardware-in-the-loop, and an iron bird.
The all-software simulation incorporates the mission
computer and is used for pilot training, flight test plan-
ning, and control law development. The hardware-in-
the-loop and iron bird incorporate simulation, flight
control, and mission computers as well as the avionics
hardware and a cockpit.
In the hardware-in-the-loop simulation, control laws
modeled in the simulation computer and the work-
station in the all-software version are replaced by con-
trol laws operating in the flight control computers.
This version is also used for pilot training, flight test
planning, and engineering development.
In the iron bird, hydraulically powered actuators and
surfaces installed in a nonflyable F-18 aircraft replace
the analog models used for the hardware-in-the-loop
simulation. The leading- and trailing-edge flaps are
inoperable. Iron bird simulation is used as a final check
for the system configuration.
Batch simulation is also available on a workstation
and is considered an initial proof model for all mod-
ifications of new control laws. The control law de-
signs are refined using the batch simulation. Results
Fig. 7 Vectored thrust during hot loads.
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from the real-time simulations using flight software are
compared with the batch simulator results. Such thor-
ough testing of the flight software, including hardware-
in-the-loop and iron bird simulations, is the major rea-
son that few anomalies were discovered in flight.
Flight Test
Flight test results with thrust vectoring have been
very favorable. The HARV has completed 139 flights to
date. Thirty-eight of these flights were completed with
the thrust-vectoring system installed. The TVCS enve-
lope expansion phase was completed between July 1991
and February 1992. This phase included demonstra-
tion of steady flight at an angle of attack of 70 ° and
360 ° stability axis rolls between angles of attack of 25 °
and 65 ° . Thrust vectoring allowed controlled flight at
higher angles of attack than the conventional F-18 air-
craft with standard nozzles. Figure 8 shows the stabi-
lized flight envelope with and without thrust vectoring.
The HARV can fly stably at slightly more than an an-
gle of attack of 30 ° . In this figure, the small region
near an angle of attack of 50 ° indicates an area where
wing rock diminishes in magnitude, and the aircraft
is minimally stable. No significant problems occurred
during the 38 flights with 7 1/3 hr of in-flight TVCS
operation.
80-
_---_ _--With thrust
70: "_ vect°rlng6 -
50 -;_Without thrust
(x, 40 ! ..... _,,.. vectoring
deg 30
20- ,,..
1°-/i
0 "-
-10 . I I
0 5 10
_, deg 92os69
Fig. 8 Angle-of-attack and -sideslip envelope with and
without thrust vectoring.
Deficiencies identified in flight tests resulted in six
RFCS software releases as of March 1992. Modi-
fications in these releases ranged from minor error
corrections to installation of the OBES. The major-
ity of the code modifications reduced nuisance down
modes in-flight from the RFCS to the basic flight con-
trol system and changed the parameters that the in-
strumentation system monitored on the data bus.
Extensive aeroservoelastic analysis and testing were
done during the envelope expansion phase. The anal-
ysis assumed a structural damping ratio of at least
0.02, and no instabilities were predicted within the
flight envelope. 23 At high angles of attack, the natural
buffet of the aircraft masks the modal dynamics and
makes it very difficult to evaluate the aeroservoelastic
margins without an external excitation system. The
OBES was designed and developed to excite the air-
craft natural structural frequencies by driving an aero-
dynamic or thrust-vane control surface with a sine wave
frequency sweep. Results from the aeroservoelastic
clearance using the OBES showed good agreement be-
tween the analysis and flight test results. Further re-
search is planned to improve techniques for exciting the
structural modes to allow calculation of the phase and
gain margins of the elastic modes from flight test data.
The TVCS was used to obtain higher pitch, roll, and
yaw rates than those attainable with the basic F-18 air-
craft. Initially, high yaw rate maneuvers were flown to
demonstrate the ability of the HARV to adequately re-
cover without the use of thrust vectoring. Yaw rates
exceeding 70 deg/sec have been measured. Even with
the higher inertias caused by the added mass of the
thrust vanes and emergency systems, the aircraft was
fully recoverable by aerodynamic controls alone. 24 At
completion of envelope expansion in February 1992,
no engine stalls had been observed with normal stall-
margin control settings. The engines operated reliably
at the high-angles-of-attack and other angular rate con-
ditions tested. To date, all tests were conducted with
fixed throttles.
The flight control laws are designed to command sta-
bility axis roll rate with lateral stick inputs. Figure 9
shows roll rates generated with and without thrust vec-
toring. These data are from the HARV fixed base sim-
ulation at maximum power with full lateral stick input
held throughout the maneuver. In addition, these data
represent the maximum rate attained in the first 90 °
of stability axis bank angle. Nonvectored HARV rates
are significantly reduced above 15° , and essentially no
rolling performance occurs above 40 ° . Vectoring com-
bined with the aerodynamic controls produces nearly
constant rates at angles of attack between 20 ° and 65 ° .
The emphasis placed on vectoring performance at high
angles of attack during the control law design process
has resulted in a reduction in roll rate compared with
the unmodified aircraft at low angles of attack.
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Fig. 9 stability axis roll rate as a function of angle of attack with simulation data maximum power at an altitude
of 30,000 ft.
The performance benefit of thrust vectoring was also
demonstrated in the region for angles of attack be-
tween 35 ° and 50 °, where the nonvectored aircraft ex-
periences significant wing rock. Figure 10 shows that
the HARV without thrust vectoring (RFCS off) ex-
periences large, uncommanded oscillations in roll and
sideslip at an angle of attack of 40 ° . Roll and yaw
rates show similar uncommanded motion. Figure I t
shows that with the vectoring engaged (RFCS on) the
roll and sideslip angle excursions are greatly reduced
in amplitude, and little oscillatory motion occurs. Roll
and yaw rates are similarly reduced.
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Fig. l0 Phase I, 40°-angle-of-attack wing rock with
the research flight control system off.
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Fig. 11 Phase II, 40°-angle-of-attack wing rock with
the research flight control system on.
Loads envelope expansion presented some difficul-
ties. The worst case for vane attachment to fuselage
loading occurred at maximum vane deflection with the
aircraft at maximum normal load factor. On the other
hand, the maximum normal load factors were achieved
at angles of attack where the aerodynamic surfaces re-
tain significant effectiveness. The RFCS control laws
wash out the vanes if the aerodynamic surfaces have
sufficient control power to satisfy the command. As
a result, maximum vane deflection coincident with
high normal load factor could only be achieved infre-
quently and as a transient. Trends of the limited flight
data obtained indicate that no unexpected loads were
11
generated.Thecurrentclearednormaloadfactoren-
velopeis5.4g symmetric and 4.3 g asymmetric. Real-
time monitoring of the flight loads will continue.
Typical pilot comments concerning the aircraft re-
sponse with RFCS engaged were quite favorable. Such
comments as "exhibited excellent pitch and roll control
power throughout" and "exhibited tremendous pitch-
ing power while retaining precise positive roll control
throughout the maneuver" were common. The pilot
said that the aircraft "exhibits precise, powerful con-
trol in all axes during rolling maneuvers" for the angle-
of-attack region from 25 ° to 45 ° . At angles of attack of
55 ° and above, the pilot had difficulty estimating the
timing and magnitude of the control input required to
accurately complete such maneuvers as stability axis
rolls at the desired attitude.
Difficulties in maintaining angle of attack while per-
forming lateral-directional maneuvers at angles of at-
tack for 65 ° and 70 ° points have been reported. The
current control laws are designed to command a maxi-
mum angle of attack of 70 ° , but no pitch priority exists
in these vane control laws. As a result, when maximum
surface positions are required to maintain an angle of
attack of 70 ° , lateral-directional control inputs will be
subtracted and cause angle of attack to bleed off. Over-
all, the pilot noted that "the RFCS has restored the
rolling capability lost above 25 ° angle of attack in the
basic F-18 aircraft." Preliminary flight dynamics re-
sults of the flight test program are available. 2s
The next phase of flight research involves measuring
forebody and LEX pressures in the wing rock region
and at angles of attack above 50 ° using the TVCS to
provide a stable platform. Data acquisition at steady
angles of sideslip is now obtainable. Additional wing
and tail pressure instrumentation and vortex flow in-
vestigations using smoke and emitted fluid techniques
are planned for 1993. A laser light sheet is in develop-
ment for use with the smoke to assist in visualization
of the off-surface vortex structure.
A major modification to the HARV is also in de-
velopment. The RFCS has sufficient flexibility and
capability to drive additional control surfaces. The
program is developing a pair of actuated forebody
strakes to provide additional yawing moments for con-
trol in the medium- to high-angle-of-attack range. 26
Figure 12 illustrates the placement of the actuated fore-
body strakes on the HARV. This system is scheduled
to fly in 1994 as phase 3. The RFCS hardware will be
modified to incorporate additional surface command
signals. Existing control laws in the RFCS will be re-
placed with new software to simultaneously control the
aerodynamic surfaces, thrust-vectoring vanes, and fore-
body strakes. These forebody strakes are expected to
generate additional yawing moments. In addition, a
pneumatic forebody vortex control system is being in-
vestigated in the wind tunnel using a full-scale F-18
aircraft as the model? 7 Figure 13 shows a conceptual
diagram of a pneumatic forebody control system.
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Fig. 12 Actuated forebody strakes.
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Fig. 13 Slot for pneumatic forebody flow control.
Concluding Remarks
The High Alpha Research Vehicle is a high-angle-
of-attack, multiaxis, thrust-vectored research aircraft
currently flying at the NASA Dryden Flight Research
Facility. This aircraft has recently completed the ini-
tial envelope expansion with the thrust-vectoring con-
trol system and provides a flexible platform for research
in high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics, flight dynamics,
controls, handling qualities, and propulsion. The re-
search flight control system allows easy and quick im-
plementation and modification of control laws for con-
trol law and handling quality investigations. Thrust-
vectoring vanes provide added control effectors and
power to allow investigations into high-angle-of-attack
handling quality requirements and control law designs.
This aircraft provides excellent flight data at pre-
viously unobtainable angles of attack. Thorough pre-
flight ground tests helped to ensure that no surprises
were encountered during the envelope expansion pro-
gram. In fact, no significant problems occurred during
the envelope expansion phase of the program. The air-
craft demonstrated excellent control in the wing rock
region and increased rolling performance at high an-
gles of attack. Initial pilot reports indicate that the
increased capability is desirable although some diffi-
culties in judging the size and timing of control inputs
were observed.
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